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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT· OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 47/1990

Mathematical Economies

28.10. bis 3.11.1990

Tagungsleitunq: G. Debreu ( Berkeley)
W. Bildenbrand (Bonn)
D. Sondermann (Bonn)

This was the fifth meeting on Mathematical Economics in Oberwol
fach. The conference concentrated on the following topics:

1. Decision Theory
2. Experimental Economics
3. Financial Economics
4. Incomplete Markets

In preparing the conference we invited the leading experts in each
of these fields who in our view had contributed most to the recent
achievements. Since most of them accepted, the conference was a
great success.

This report follows the organisation of the program·which devoted
one full day to each of the above topics. Each field was intro
duced by a carefully prepared survey on the state of the art. We
thank all participants for their inspiring contributions and dis
cussions. Special thanks are due to Robert Aumann, Charles Platt,
Vernon Smith, Stan Pliska, David Heath and Wayne Shafer for their
excellent survey presentations.

Once again the warm hospitality·provided by the Mathematisches
Forschungsinstitut combined with the excellent facilities created
a stimulating atmosphere which was appreciated by all partici
pants.
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MONDAY, 10-29-1990: DECISION THEORY

R. Aumann: Irrationality In Game Theory

In the "centipede" games of R. RosenthaI, all equilibria pre
scribe that the first player "leaves" the game at the first
opportunity, thus foregoing opportunities for large payoffs to
both players. It is pointed out that it is possible for the
first player to stay in, and in fact for both players to stay
in for a considerable sums of money, while still being per
fectly rational and even maintaining fairly high levels of
mutual rationality. At the same time, the "expected irratio
nality" in systems of this kind can be tiny. For example, in
Megiddo's game ~
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Player 1 can "stay in" although the "expected irrationality"
may be as small as 3 promil of one cent.

Edi Karni: Subjective Expected utility Theory With State-
Dependent Preferences

This work extends Savage's subjective expected utility theory
to include state-dependent preferences, (i.e. the possibility
that the decision-maker's preferences over consequences are
not independent of the prevailing state of nature). The depen
dence of the decision maker's preferences over consequences on
the states of nature is represented by state-specific mappings
of the set of consequences, X, onto itself. Thus, for each •
state of nature, p, we have PI: X ~X onto. Savage's postulates
are reformulated within this framework and a generalization of
Savage's theorem is obtained. In particular, it is shown that
there exist subjective expected utility representations of the
preference relation on acts, (i.e. functions on the set of
states into the set of consequences) with a unique, nonatomic,
finitely additive probability measure on the algebra of all
subsets of states, and a state-dependent utility function on
t~e set of consequences. The utility functions are bounded and
unique up to positive linear transformations.

David Schmeidler (joint work with Sergiu Hart and Salvatore
Modica) :
A Heo

2
Bayesian Foundation Of The Maxmin Value For Two-Person

Zero-Sum Games

Using adecision theoretic approach we obtain a joint deriva-
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tion of utitility and value in the theory of two-person zero
sum games: Acts map states to consequences that are lotteries
over prices. Preferences petween acts are complete, transi
tiye, continuous, monotoni~ and satisfy the axiom of certain
ty-independence. The set of states is a product of two finite
sets (m rows and n eolumns), and a new axiom describing.the
attitude toward the substitution of risk for uncertainty is
satisfied by the preferences. The new axiom can also be des
cribed as representing the decision maker's attitude toward
restrietions on strategie flexibility. The axioms imply that
the consequences can be represented by a von Neumann-Morgen
stern utility so that each act is represented by a m x n
matrix, i.e., a two-person zero-sum game. Moreover, the prefe
renees between aets are represented by the (maxmin) values of
the corresponding games. An alternative statement of the re
sult shows that preferences between conditional acts are re
presented by the values, for all finite two-person zero-sum
games. (This is a joint work with Sergiu Hart and Salvatore
Modica. )

Clemens Puppe: Distorted Probabilities J,U\d Choice Onder Risk

Rank-Dependent Utility theory is a class of models of transi
tive preferences over probability distributions where the re
presentation of preferences is based upon a (generalized) u~i

lity function defined on the outcome/probability - plane.
Several functional ferms ef this (generalized) utility func
tion have been proposed: Expected utility theory corresponds
to linearitv in the probabilitYi anticipated utility involves
a (uniform) transformation of the probability; here the as
sumption of homogeneitv in the probability is examined.
It turns out that this assumption (together with stochastic
dominance) captures an optimistic point of view ~owards gam
bling while being compatible with risk aversion. Furthermore,·
this assumption is consistent with well-known empirical pat
terns like the behaviour exhibited in the Allais-Paradox and
the common ration effect.

TUESDAY, 10-30-1990: EXPERIMENTAL BCONOMICS

Charles R. Plott: Exper~ents With Market Stability And With
General Equilibrium Economies

Questions have been posed concerning the nature of the stabi
lity of equilibria in a single market with multiple
equilibria. Additional and fundamental questions exist about
the ability of the general competetive equilibrium model to
capture the behavior of economies. The report here consisted
of two separate parts, each of which addressed these two clas
ses of question.
A set of experiments was designed to test the (walrasian)
theory of price adjustment (dP/dt = F(D(p)-S(p» against the
(marshallian) theory (dQ/dt = Q(PD(Q)-PS(Q». If S' (p)<O the
two theories give opposite predictions about the nature of the
stability of equilibria. The experiments show that:

(1) the concept of stability itself is appropriate for mar
kets,

J
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(2) the appropriate stability concept is dependent upon fac
tors ether than market organizations and the slopes of demand
and supply, in particular the Marshallian concept is appro
priate when .the downward slope of supply is due to an externa
lity. The Walrasian concept is appropriate if the negative
slope is due to "backward binding" of individual supplies.

The secend set of results leads to the followin~ conclusions:

,)

(1) It is possible to create and observe the operation ( in
a laboratory) of an economy with the essential features of
the general equilibrium model. The technology exists. Such
economies function.

(2) Theprice ratlos, and the allocation approach the static
competitive equilibrium of the natural model of the
economy.

(3) Nominal prices are effected directly by the quantity of
money in the system. •

(4) Real variables were not affected by monetary variables.
(5) Adjustments were smooth and without cycles or other pheno

mena that mi~ht suggest an inability of the decentralized
markets to coordinate the system. These economies used the
double auction process. Related experiments suggest that
the Tatonnement proc~ss will work.

VernOD L. Smith: Stock Harket Bubbl.es In The Laboratory

Inexperienced subjects invariably exhibit price bubbles rela-
'tive to fundamental value in an environment in which all
investors receive the same dividend from a known (iid) divi
dend distribution at the end of each of 15 trading periods.
When traders are experienced the bubble is reduced; when the
same group returns for a third market, prices fluctuate around
the period-by-period decline in dividend value. Changes in
mean prices are explained largely by the equation

Pe-Pt-l = CI+P (P t - 1 -8 t - 1 ), t = 2, ... ,15

where a == -E.(d), the one-period expected dividend value, P>O,
and lagged net bids (number of bids minus number of offers) is
a surrogate measure of excess demand arising from homegrown ~~

capital gain (losses) expectations. Thus phenomenon can be in~

terpreted as a form of temporary myopia from which agents •
learn that capital gains expectations are only temporarily
sustainable, ultimately inducing common expectations. These
results are not significantly modified by the introduction of
ahort selling, margin buying, transaction fees, equal endow-
ments, and dividend uncertainty. Bubbles are, however, signi
ficantly dampened by informed insiders (who are given excess
bids information and are knowledgeable about these experimen-
tal markets), and by the introductions of a f~tures contract
on period 8 (midhorizon) which helps to give trades common
expectations at midhorizon. It appears that bubbles arise be-
cause of agent uncertainty about others' behaviour. A'futures
market helps to resolve this uncertainty for a future period.

Finally Changing price limit rules (constraints) make bubbles
worse; probably because the floor on how much price can
decline gives subjects the perception that downside risk is

4
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reduced so that bubbles carry for then before the crash oc
curs.

Reinhard Selten: Duopoly Strategies Programmed By Experienced
Players

In field studies and game playing experiments one can observe
plays but not strategies. However, one can ask experienced
players to program strategies. This "strategy method" was
applied to a 20-period, supergame of a Cournot-duopoly with
linear cost and demand. The subjects,were participants in a
student seminar. They first gained experience in three game
playing round. Then they programmed strategies which were
matched in a' computer tournament. In a second and a third
round of strategy programming strategies would oe revised in
the light ~f earlier ·tournament results.

The evaluation of the final strategies reveals a typical
approach to the strategie problem. First an "ideal point" - a
pair of outputs for both players - is chosen as a cooperative
goal. The choice is based on some fairness,criterion·like
equal profits or'equal additional profits above Cournot pro
fits. The strategy programmers then face the problem how to
achieve cooperatiori at his ,own ideal point.

Typically different output determination rules were usedin
three phases of· the supergame, an. initial phase of up to 4
periods,: a main phase and an end phase of up to .4 periods . A
fixed sequence of outputs decreasing in the direction of one's
own ideal output is specified for the i~itial phase. In the
main'phase a "measure for measure policy" is used. A policy of
this kind which responds to movements of the opponent toward
or away from one's own ideal cooperation is abolished in the
end phase for wh~ch non-cooperative outputs are specified,
Cournot-outputs in most cases.

The structure of a typical' strategy can be described by 13
characteristics. A measure of "typicality" based on these cha
racteristics can ~e applied to the strategies. A strategy
tends to be the more successful in the final tournament, the
more typical it is (1% s~gnificance).-

The structure of a typical strategy suggests a new duopoly
theory fundamentally different from existing ones. No expecta
tions on the opponent's outputs are formed and no attempt is
made to optimize against his conjectured behavior. Instead of
this a measure for measure policy i8 used in order to induce
the opponent to coo~erate at one's own ideal point.

John Ledyard: Experiments In General Equilibrium And
'Mechanism Design

In a general equilibrium environment with preferences sug
gested by Gale, there is a unique competitive equilibrium,
which is locally unstable under the Walras'ian Tatonnement. In
our experiment prices and trades were accomplished with a dou
ble oral auction (DOA). We found that prices and quantities

5
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converged to the competitive equilibrium. The conclusion is
that Walrasian dynamics do not describe the forces driving
prices in the DOA.
In mechanism design, I pres~nted a problem arising from work
with NASA to design ways to,price and allocate resources on
space shuttles. The environment has a unique Pareto-optimum
but many non-convexities, similar to those ~n a Koopmans-Beck
man Transformation problem. Standard mechanisms such as admi
nistrative procedures (first come - first served) on markets
(DOA) do not perform weIl in this environment - yielding at
best around only 10% efficiencies. The reason for bad markets
performance is that there is DO competitive equilibrium. Two
new specially designed mechanisms, generalizing English and
second price auctions to multidimensional knapsack problems,
are shown to be about 90% efficient in this environment. This
illustrates the ability to design practical mechanisms to
solve difficult allocation problems using experimental methods
to test bad alternate designs, in much the same way an aero-' ~
nautical engineer uses a wind tunnel. .-r

WEDNESDAY, 10-31-1990: TOPICSIN MATBEMATlCAL ECONOMICS

Victor' Polterovich' (joint work with Gennady Benkin):
Same Bvolutionary Bquations Of Innovation Imitation Processes

We study the evolution of efficiency distribution in an indu~
stry with many firms involved in the processes of creation and
imitation of more profitable production methods. Let Fn(t) be
the share of firms which have an effieiency level n orless at
time t, and the variable n is an integer. The following infi
nite system of nonlinear difference - differential equations
is a natural model of the evolution

<'1) dFD / dt = p (Fn ) (Fn-1-Fn), n=O, 1, . · ·

where P(Fn ) is the speed of the proeess on the level n. If the
imitation process prevails then p decreases, and any solution
of equation (1) with natural initial conditions converges to
some "standard" distributions function. The behaviour is more
complex for non-monotonie p. We discuss some hypotheses for
this case including the many waves phenomenon, as weIl as some
related models. •Martin Bec'mann: Income And Expenditure In A Spatial Economy

We study the generation of incorne through the rational diffu
sion of expenditures. Incorne y(x) at location x gives rise to
an expenditure c·y(x) ·e-mlr-zl at loeation r. Here l1interaction
decreases exponentially with distance", a favorite assumption
in Regional Science. We consider a closed one-dimensional re
gion -R S x SR. Under what conditions is there an equilibrium
of incomes and expenditures? What is its spatial structure?
Math~atically we NOlve the Fredholm integral equation

e-~f e ry(r) dr + e z/e-ry(r) dr = ly(r) wi eh y( -R) =y(R) = 1
-R x

6
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Time and a second spatial dimension are also considered.
Income decrease away from the center according to y(x)=a cos
wx where w = (8+(n/2»/R and 8 is deterrnined by 8+R+g9=-n/2.

~chael Maschler: Playinq Non-Cooperative Games with Changing
utilities

These are games in extensive form in which agents of a player
may have different utility functions. One application is that
during playing the game utilities change. Another application
is when a "player" is actually a group of individuals -each
having a different utility function. We assume that the game
has perfeet recall.
The purpose is to generalize the concept of Nash equilibrium
for this situation. Playing Nash in the agent-form is not good
enough, because Nash protects only against a de~iation by one"
player, whereas here several agents of the same player may
cooperate to their advantage. We introduce the concept of
"credible deviation" of agents of the same player and define
"a credible equilibrium" to be an n-tuple of strategies s,uch
that no credible deviation exist. _
This set is not empty, because it contains all agent-perfect
equilibria (i.e. tr~ling-hand perfeet equili~ria in the
sense of Selten) .
If all utilities of the agents of a player are the same, and.
this is true for each player, then 8 is credible ~f it is a
Nash equilibrium.Other results were also presented as weIl as
a few examples. It was pointed out that it i8 highly desirable
to generalize these concepts to games with imperfect recall.

Birgit Grodal: Externalities Arid Walras Equil1bria With
Coordination

In a Walras Equilibrium with coordination each consumer takes
as given the Walrasian market with a price system p, and
thereby the individual budget-co~straint; but when choosing
the consumption plan on the market, he can coordinate his
decision with other consumers in accordance with the given
coordination functions. The traditional Walras equilibria are
the special case, where each consumer only coordinates with
himself i.e. takes the consumption plan of all the other con-
sumers as given. .
The existence of a Walras equilibrium with coordination in a
pure exchange economy with externalities and exogeneously
given coordination functions is ensured under standard assump-
tions on the economy. .
We especially consider a pure exchange economy with externali
ties in which consumers have preferences on the states of the
economy, which can be represented by -a utility function of the

. form -

Also, the cOordination functions in the economy are special in
that the consumers coordinate in subgroups (which are not

7
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necessarily disjoint) .
In this econorny we prove that a Walras equilibrium is a Walras.
equilibrium with coordination, for any coordination structure.
If consumers are benevolent then for any coordination struc~
ture the two sets of equilibria coincide.
We also, in the general case, discuss whether coordination
will improve the state of the economy compared to Walras equi
libr~a. It is easy to construct examples where the Walras
equilibria with coordination are Pareto· inferior to the Walras
equilibria without coordination. The intuition behind this is
parallel to the examples given by O. Hart (75), where intro
duction of more market possibilities give rise to Pareto infe
rior equilibria due to the effect on equilib~ium prices.

Karl Vind: Probability, Oncertainty, And Statistics

Let (X,Q,P) be a a-field on an arbitrary set X with a corres-
pondence P: Q ~ 2°, assurne independence .

A € ~(B)} ~ {~U C2 E P(B1 UD2 )or
. C e P(D) ~ U Cl € P(B

2
UD

1
)

Then there exist two measures on Q such that

A € P(S) ~ l(A)-l(B) > ~(A A B).

Ä is the probability and ~ an uncertainty measure. Similar
theorems for function spaces give a foundation for statistics,
which have a probabililty and an uncertainty measure on a pa
rameter space given sub a-fields of (O,Q). The Bayesian
approach comes out as the special case where the uncertainty
is O.

~an Kirman (with Vincent Brousseau) :
Tb. Dynamics Of Learning In Mispecified Environments

We consider a simple example of a duopoly, in which the two
firmes are unaware of each others existence~ (This is DO dif
ference from a n person game in which each of the n ignores
the existence of one other player.) •
At time t the ~emand for each player i is generated by

d j ('t) = CI - JSPj ('t) + YPj ('t) i~j

They believe that it is generated by

d j ('t) = a j - bjPj (~) + e~

where Ei is an error term.
~hey use ordinary least square learning to estimate the para
meters a i and b i •

One of us has shown that for a larger class of pairs (Pl' P2)
there are initial conditions which will cause the learning
process to converge to those prices which are not"equilibria"
of the true model. Here we show that
1) The apparent convergence of the learning process in general

8
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is due to the increasing lengthening of memory in ordi
nary,least square estimation.Each observation modifies the
estimate less and less.

2) Equilibria are generically unstable.
3) If memory is truncated cycles can occur.

B.G. Tillmann The Heed For Impatience (Myopia) For-Existen
ce Of Pareto-opt~ Arid Bquilibria

Results of Araujo (Econometrica 53, 1985) are generalized from
E=R1 to infinite dimensional spaces. Let E be a reflexive
Banach L~ttice' or loe. eonvex solid Riesz space.
'Let E-l-(E), E' I: lb1 (E' ), t MA == 'tHA , <E, E' > the Mackey teehno
logy, t.;::>"t:XJ(E,E') a topology on E. with 't,E we assoeiate the
class ~~= ~~(E) of exchange eeonomies E={E+, (~i' wi )} with a
finite number of agents i with total, transitive, eonvex pre-
ferences that are 't-continuous. -

Theorem 1: There is a general existence theorem for individual
~ational Pareto optimal states ~MA=1~'t

Cor. 1: t~~ is strongly myopie (in the sense 1 0f Brown
Lewis, Econometrica 49, 1981)

For the ~ubclass ~~oc;~ characterized by an additional -non-sa
tiation property A3 and conditions (A4) on the endowment Wi we
have:

Theorem 2: Let.E be a reflexive DF-Riesz space, E' separable.
-A qeneral existence theorem for equilibria in all eeonomies in
~o~ exists <=X_ ::::>1.

TBURSDAY, 11-1-1990: Financial Bconamics

StaDley R~ Pliska: Survey Of Stochastic PrQcess MOdels In
FinaDee

David Beath: ·Tb. ~e~ Structure of Interest Rates. and
ValuatioD of Contingent Cla~s

This survey talk concerned several deseriptions of the current
term structure of interest rates (prices of default-risk-free
pure discount bonds, their yield, and forward rates) and pre
sented the framework developed by Robert Jarrow, Andreas
Horton and the presentator for modelling the stochastic motion
of this term structure. Within this framework the no-arbitrage
condition is simple to check, as 18 that for market complete
ness. Under the equivalent martingale measure the motion is of
the- form

.t
dt~( t, 7? = T' 0 1 ( t, T) dW~1) + (I ( t # 7? dt

f:{

wbere f(t,T) is the forward rate observed at time t for an
infinitesimally short loan at time T and .
Three models were presented in this framework: The model of
eox, Inqersoll and Ross; a continuous time limit of the model

9
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of Ho and Lee; and a model derived from historical U.S. bond
data. For all of these models the price at time 0 of a con
tingent claim paying the random amount C at time T is given by

E[ C • exp ( -~ f(u, u) du }] , the expectation being computed

under the martingale measure.

Bans Föllmer: Why Should Brownian Motion Appear On A Financial
Harket?

Bachelier (1900) introduced Brownian motion (Bt ) as a model for
continuous price fluctuations on a speculative market, ~ased

on a loose equilibrium argument which concluded that (Bt )

should be a martingale, and anticipating Levy's theorem that a
eontinuous martingale with homogeneous increments· must coin
eide with Brownian motion. A justification of "geometrie
Brownian motion", the standard reference model for the analy
sis of options, can be given in a similar manner. A more rigo
rous derivation in te~s of "rational expectations equilibria"
involves quite delicate assumptions and does not explain the
fundamental role of this model. Instead, we derive it via an
invariance principle applied to a sequence of equilibrium pri~
ces resulting from individual random demands. This look into
the anatomy of geometrie Brownian motion opens new possibili
ties for including stochastic interaction in the formation of
demands. Some preliminary examples for such interactions
(joint work with A. Kirman) lead to deviations from geometrie
Brownian motion in the form of spontaneous "bubbles and r

crashes".

Sigrid Müller (jOiDtly with Martin Klein): ECU - Bond Pricing

•

We eonsider arbitrage pricing of bonds in the European
Currency Unit (ECU) in periods during which ECU basket adjust- •
ments are being implemented. The composition of the ECU may be

ehanged for two reasons:
(i) new curreneies are added
(ii) there are large deviations of the actual currency

weights from given tangent values.
First, it is shown that in the case of ECU basket adjustments
the usual arbitrage pricing relationship between the ECU bond
and the ECU member currency bonds breaks down. Seeond, a new
arbitrage "prieing relationship is derived and it is shown that
it can be obtained from the arbitrage pricing relationship in
the absence of basket adjustments propeities of the pricing
formu1a and factors. Finally, a "peso problem" for ECU-bonds
in periods of impending ECU basket adjustments is identified.

10
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Klaus Sandmann and Dieter .Sondermann: Arbitrage And Interest
Rate Derivatives

Stochastic models for the price processes o( pure discounted
bonds are used by arbitrage pricing theory to price options on
bonds. These processes are designed to eapture special fea
tures of zero coupon bonds; but these models do not satisfy
the no-arbitrage requirement with respect to the term struc
ture of interest. Therefore it is necessary to .model the whole
term structure of interest in one step.
We presented a binomial model for the term strueture of inte
rest which is based on the spot rate process. The 10eal expec
tation hypothesis links the spot rate to the bond price.
Therefore the excess return per unit risk of every bond is
equal to zero.We can generalize this to be equal to a risk
premium function. .
Under the equivalent martingale measure the loeal expectation
hypothesis is fulfilled. Therefore the martingale measure P
depends on the risk premium. The no-arbitrage condition thus
guarantees the existence of a transformation from the original
model with risk premium to a model without risk premium.

In a discrete time setting we prove that for every transition
probability and every volatility specification of th~ spot
rate process there exist a unique path independent binomial. :
spot rate process with non-negative realisations, 'such that .. "
the observed bond prices at t o are explained if these bond
prices are strictly decreasing with respect to their ~aturity.

Both, the transition probability and the volatility funetion
must be predictable with respect to the filtration induced by
{r} •
Obviously a limit result has to depend on the transition pro~

bability and the volatility function. For consta~t· transition
probability and a reasonable volatility function the limit
spot rate process is given by a geometrie Brownian motion.
The derived term structure model describes a complete market
structure. Within this structure interest rate derivatives
like bond options or caps and floors ean be priced under arbi
trage. As suggested by the limit result, simulations have
shown that in the limit the arbitrage price and the trading
strategies are independent of the transition probability
(- constant case -). Furthermore the model can be generalized
to include more factors by changinq the assumption of a bino
mial process for the spot rate.

Philipp Artzner and I'reddy Delbaen: Bank Insurance

We consider an arbitrage-free market containing
a money market aceount
a default-free zero coupon bond maturing at date T, with
a (discounted) price process M
a (for example variable rate) loan·with a possibility of
default on interest and principal payments, at some stop
ping .time 0.

The lender's security is:

11
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X= (fixed rate of insurance payments
.+ variable interest rate payments
+ payments of principal at date T)~l

(process stopped at a-),

and n(X) is the discount market price of X.

It is asked whether the "pure insurance contract" of 1 at date
(J 1s "on the market", i.e. whether the'compensation of the
process 1[[ G,'! J) i9 defined unamhiguously, i.e. is independent
of the choice of an, element P in the (non-empty) set P .of pro
bablity measures equivalent to the original one, which make M
and W =. X + ll(X) martingales. This is true under the follo
wing assumptions:

- The stopping time 0 is totally inaccessible.
- The martingale M generates all continuous ~ martingales by

stochastic integration.· . •
- The only possible di8continuities of Ware at G.

... Delbaen: Comple~e.ne8s And Uniquen8ss Of Martingale
Neasures

If V.is the vector space of marketable assets then we look for
measures P under whieh all elements of V become martingales.
Under the usual conditions of a given filtration (n, (.ii[)tE[e,T]'

Po) the following i8 known:
.The market is complete if and only if the set of martingale
measures M(V) only contains one point. The theorem is true in
either of the two casea .
(a) all elements of V are continuous
(b) V is constructed using a finite number of basic assets.
In case (a) an elementary proof using stopping times can be
given. In the case (b) when V is spanned by an infinite number
of basic assets Heath and Artzner gave a counterexample. If we
look for completeness under absolute continuity conditions the
~ole of extreme points is weIl known. It can be proved in case
(a) and (b) that extreme points yielding complete markets "are
given by the condition P(A)=O and for all QeM(V), .Q~P Q(A»O.
In case (a) P is strongly exposed in M(V).

llartin Schweizer: Risk-Neutral Option Pricing In An
Incomplete Model

We consider the following continuous trading model for the
hedging of contingent claims:

There is a ris~y asset described by a special semimartingale
X = Xo + M + A,
a riskless asset Y > 0 with continuous paths of finity
variation and
a contingent claim given by a random variable Hej{.

Since ve do not assume the spanning property for X, this model
will in general be incomplete. For a criterion -of maximizing
local variances ofcumulative hedging costs, one can show that
the existence of an' optimal hedging strategy is equivalent to
the existence of a representation
(' always denotes a discounted quantity).

12'
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H'=Ho+fC:dXs+LI
o

Denoting by W the wealth of an optimal hedger, we can decom
pose every valuation process V'= EJ H'I jrJ for H as

~=~ + COV(L:,R~ISt) ,
where R' is a measure for the risk attitude implicit in the
use of Q for pricing. This suggests to view W a~ the intrinsic
value process of H. There is also a second motiyation for this
interpretation: we show that every hedgeable claim H
corresponds to a special semimartingale W with W~=H and satis
fyinq the local CAPM

dBt _ dYt = d( W,X) t • Xt - • ( dA t _ clYt )

Wt - Yt d{X) t "t- Xt -' Yt

(wbere W =Wo + N + B). To compute the optimal wealth process,
one can use the minimal martingale measure ~=P for X' which is
qharacterized by the property that R' ~ o.

FRXDAY, 11-2-1990: Incomplete Marketa

WaYD8 Shafer: A Survey Of Incomplete Marktes

This talk briefly surveys results obtained in the last few
years for general equilibrium models with incomplete financial
markets.• We loqk at ~ standard two period Radner model. in
'which the number of assets traded may be less than the number
of states of nature. The basic results are as foliows:
(1) Existence: Regardless of the number or type of assets, if

the returns matrix has rank independent of spot pr~ces,

then equilibria exis~. If the number of assets is greater
than or equal to the number of states, the under certain
regularity conditions equilibria exist generically in
either endowments or assets. If the nUmber of assets is
less ~han the number of states, then equilibria exist
gene~ically in both endowments and assets simultaneously.

(2) Dete~inacy: With asset returns smooth homogenous func
tions of spot prices, equilibria will generically be 10
cally unique. If nominal assets are present, there will
typi~ally 'be with J<S an uncountable number of
equilibria~ In particular with -all nominal assets present
the degree of indeterminacy is 5-1 (the number of states
minU;s one).

(3) Efficiency: An omnipotent central planner can generically
qhoose for each agent port folios and portfolio costs so
as t~ Paretq improve on an incomplete market equilibrium
allocation.

MartiD8 Quinzii (joint work with Michael Magill):
MOnetary Bquil1brium With Incomplete Market~

We study the effects of money in an equilibrium model with
nominal assets. The idea is to show the conditions under which
changes in monetary policy affect the equilibrium allocation.
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The economy has a finite number of goods (L) in each of two
geriods (t=O,1) with S possible states at date 1. Each consu
mer (i=1, ... I) has charact~ristics (ui

, wi) consisting of a
utility function u i :RL(s+l) ~ Rand an endowrnent wi E RL(s+l)+. Let
(u,w)=(u1 , ••• , u I , Vi, •• , wI ). There are J nominal assets traded
at date 0 (for prices Q=(Ql' ... , qJ» which deliver a matrix of
nominal returns summarized in an SxJ matrix N.
Money serves as a medium of exchange and can also be used as a
store of value between date 0 and date 1. A procedure is des
cribed by which a Central Exchange injects amounts of money
M=(~, MI' •.• , Ms) with flows through the economy permitting
the exchange of goods. The resulting economy is written as
~u.N (w, M) •
We define a concept of monetary eguilibrium in which agents
choose consumption bundles (Xi), portfelies (Zi) and precautio
nary balances (ZiO)' the prices of goods on spot markets (p--po,
Pl' ... ' Ps) and the asset prices (q) being such that these mar-
kets clear. The equilibrium is summarized by (x,' z, zo, p, q,' •
v) where v=(vo, ••• , va) denotes the velocity of circulation of
money in each state. Under the assumption that the first asset
(with price ~l=i/(l+r), r denoting the rate of interest) is the
riskless bond we prove the following. Let n x M = RL(s+l)I++ X

RS+1++ .

Theorem 1: For all (w,M) E QxM the economy ;u.N(w,M) has an
equilibrium. There is a generic set A e Q x M such that each
economy ~u.• (w, M) has a finite number of equilibria each of
which are locally smooth functions of (w,M) and are one of'two
types .

(a) r>O, ZiO=O, v.=1, s=1, ••. , S or
,(b) r=O, v a<1, v.>1, s=1, ... , 5.

Theorem 2: Let the map dM ~ dx:Rs+.1 ~ RL(s+l)I denote the change
in the equilibrium allocation induced by the local change in
money dM. There is a generic set A'e n x M such that for any
positive interest rate equilibrium of the economy ~u.lf(w,M)

. (1) If rank N=S then dx=o for all dM e RS+l

(2) If rank N<S, N is in general position, J<I then there
exists an 5-1 dimensional subspace F e RS+1 such that the
map dM ~ dx: F ~ RLes+l)I is injective where
F={ dM E R8

+
11 dMo = 0, 4.18 dM. = O}.

Theorem 3: There is a generic set A* e Q x M such that for any
zero interest rate equilibrium of the economy ;u.• (w,M) wifh
JSI there exists an S-dimensional subspace F* c RS+1 such that •
the map dM ~ dx: F* ~ RL(S+l)I is injective, where
F* = { dM E RS+1 1 dMo = O}.

B. Polemarchakis (joint work with P. SicoDolfi):
Competitive Equilibria Without Free Disposal With An Applica
tion To An Xncomplete ABset Market

Consider an exchange economy in which individual consumption
sets are compact, ~onvex subsets of a finite dimensional com
modity space,RA

• In particular, the economy does not sat.isfy
the assumptions of free disposal and nonsatiation that are
made in the standard argument for the existence of competitive
equilibria.
Suppose individual utility functions are continuous and
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•

~trictly quasi-concave and let Sh be the unique satiation point
of individual h, h=l, ...... H.. Suppose further that Eh-!. .. B Sh;!O;
it i5 not feasible for ev~ry individual to attain his satia~

tion point.. . -
The price domain is .A and the aggregate (excess) demand func
tion is y:Jt' --+ r .. Competitive equilibrium prices are such that
y(q*)=O ..
Consider the subset of the price domain

o = {q: q S b ~ 0, h=l, •••H} c. RA

Proposition 1:
No compet.iti:ve equilibrium, prices exist in RA if Q={O}"

Proposition 2:
Competitive eqUilibrium price~ exi~~ and l~e i~'Q ~f

(1) Q "has ~ nonempty int~~io~ and
(ii) if q. e -BdQ/{O}, ·y(qr· i!' N(q), where H(q)={h:qs~O} and

~ (q) = {Y.: ~=4aeB(q) A.h~h~. ~~sQ } ".

An ~~ampl.;e of a,n e~onomy that fits this
framework is an econom~ that extends over
two peiio~~ under~ncerta1nty.· ,
With one consumption good at-each state
at t=2 and no con~umptions at t=l, equi~
librium reduc$s to an~equ1libriumin the
period 1 asset market. If th~ matrix of
asset 'payoffs, R,." f$. such that tliere . t. 2
exi~ts '.1lQ. "p~rtfolio -y ~it:h positive pay-
offs (~>O), the ~onsump~i~~ set of each
individ.ual in the. p~riod 1 ass~t m~rket is indeed compact,
since the consumption of the good in period 2' must be nonnega
tive"

Jan Werner (joint work with Don BroWD):
~~~;~:ge And, Existence Of Equi1i.bri,um In. Infinite .Pos,set

This paper develops a framework for g~neral ~quilibrium analy
sis of markets 'w~th i~finit~iy many assets. w~ co~sid~r ~n
exchang~ economy ~ith an infinite dimensional choice space in
which individ~~l consumption sets are not -bounded below. The
fact that consumption sets 'are "riot bounded reflects'the possi
bility of short-sales of assets. 'We'develop a concept of
arbitrage-free prices and prove that an economy in which the
set of arbitrage-free prices 1s non-empty has an equilibrium.
The best known model of markets with infinitely many assets i8
the Arbitrage Pricing Theory. Our paper can be seen as a first
step in the general equilibrium analysis of the AP.T.

~Oi8io Araujo (joint work with P.K. MOnteiro):
General Bquil1brium With IDfinite~y Many Goods And rinaDcial
Theory '.

Let e={(wi'~i) i=l,.".,I} be an economy with I < ~ consumers,
complete markets, and infinitely many goods (in LP+(M), 1 ~ P ~
00) " .
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We start by presenting the approach of pro
perness of preferences first suggested by A.
Mas-Colell to obtain equilibrium, i.e. the
existence of a backward cone:

Theorem 1: (JET 89) Suppose for each 1 ~ i S I and x there
exists v and a U neighborhood of zero such that if r>O is
small, x' = x + rv - rz ~O and Z E U then x' ~i x. Then there
exists (x·, p.) E (Ll) I x (L+P) +' equilibrium for e. However, if
the preferences are given by separable utilities:

lI(x) =/e-lJtu(x(·c» dM'( t) p>O

as usually assumed in finance, INADA condition holds
u' (0) =~, we have:

THEOREM 2: (JME, forthcoming) Generically on 00, equilibrium
does not exist.

A second approach that is valid also when the commodity'space
is the space of measures, makes no properness assumptiqns and
hence it covers cases with INADA conditions. However the price
equilibria it guarantees are not in the dual, they are only in

•
I

~ L q(M), wbere 6) = ~ 6)j •
f:{

Hence we cannot guarantee L2 prices if p=2. ~so, we can price
only the Edgeworth boxes {O,oo}. In view of theorem 2 that is
the best we can do. Moreover, prices continue to nave a con
crete interpretation.
In the ~ase in which the commodity space is the space of mea
sures our theorem gives a non-continuous price function that
can be applied to non-competitive economies.

THEOREM 3:
(a) If L+P(M} is the commodity space, the equilibrium always
exists in L+'(w} if we restriet the commodity space to [0,00].
(b) If ~(R) is the commodity space then equilibrium always
exsists in L1(H) = {p, J p dro < ~ }, if one restriets the com- •
modity space to [0,00].

Thorsten Bens: SUDSpot Equilibria In Finite Borizon Models
With Incomplete Markets

The paper analyses, whether "sunspots" i.e. extrinsic uncer
tainty ("animal spirits", "market psychology", ... ), playa
significant role in rational expectatioQ models. The model
chosen is a Radner general equilibrium model with real assets
and incomplete markets. For this model it is known that sun-.
spots don't matter if markets are complete (Cass-Shell Inef
fectivity Theorem) and that they do matter if markets are in
complete and the underlying non-sunspot economy has multiple
equilibria. In the second case sunspot equilibria are simply

16
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obtained by randomization across several equilibria of the un
derlying non-sunspot economy. The paper shows that this rando
mization argument is not necessary for sunspot equilibria to
exist. It turns out that incomplete ~nsurance against sunspot
uncertainty can itself be the reason why sunspots matter. In
addition we show that there exists no continuous transition

. (bifurcation) from an equilibrium in which only fundamentals
matter to an equilibriurn in which sunspots matter .Thus a
transition to a sunspot equilibrium requires a "big change" in
agents's expectations.

Berichterstatter: Klaus Sandmann
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